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STAGE ONE
REMET® is the global materials technology 
provider that specialises in the Precision 
Investment Casting process. Our vision is to 
design and supply full consumable solutions, 
which enable investment casters to innovate to 
stay ahead in the most demanding of markets.

Supplying a comprehensive product range, 
which is augmented by a focus on application 
and technical insight. By partnering with our 
customers, we can offer resourceful solutions 
and through our collective expertise drive 
customer capability.

Differentiating ourselves through knowledge 
and understanding of the effects of our 
materials across the investment casting 
process, our carefully designed and planned 
solutions, implemented by our foundry 
specialists, introduce a greater empathy for the 
material relationships within the process. 

When introducing a REMET solution, we provide 
effective and proven advice to ensure greater 
consistency of product application, therefore 
increasing our customer’s capacity.

Through the provision of personally engineered 
customer service, our engineers are able to mix 
experience and diligence offering value to your 
process.

REMET’s goal is to establish long term 
partnership with our customers. Placing a 
premium on understanding, it allows us to offer 
the technical insight that enhances a foundry’s 
production process and final castings. Believing 
process optimisation to be continual, we seek 
to bring this philosophy to any partnership we 
undertake. Ensuring we and our customers are 
at the vanguard of the metal casting industries.
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PATTERN WAXES – FILLED
Available with REMET patented fillers that 
include XLPS1, XLA2, Terphthalic Acid, 
Bisphenol, Urea, Polyol and others. Available in 
many varieties including HYFILL®, LITEFILL® 
and TIWAX®.

PATTERN WAXES—NON-FILLED
Various products available to suit customer 
specific needs. FASTFORM® has shorter dwell 
times that increase productivity, excellent 
dimensional stability and less cavitation, sink 
and shrinking. CASTYLENE® offers superior 
surface finishes, superb flow properties and it 
alleviates mold cracking conditions.

SOLUBLE WAXES
REMET SOLUCORE® waxes provide exceptional 
strength and are essential for producing 
intricate internal passages, not achievable by 
tooling alone.

EXTRUDED WAXES
Available in traditional RED C® and REMET 
1400 & REMET 1500 grades. These extrusion 
products allow you to choose the right pliability 
and strength for your application. All grades are 
offered in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, in 
both solid cored versions.

RECLAIM AND SYSTEM WAXES
REMET provides reclaiming services for most 
waxes and can reconstitute to virgin-like 
properties or to customer specifications. 
System waxes are a blend of true virgin waxes 
and reclaim waxes to provide cost-effective 
pattern waxes and runner systems, while 
maintaining necessary performance standards.

UTILITY WAXES
REMET offers a full range of quality utility 
waxes, including Sprue, Patch, Sheet, Dipseal 
and STICKTITE® Waxes.

Investment casting waxes have been a core product line of REMET 
for many years. The waxes include versions for the production of 
patterns, soluble cores, runners, gating systems, and their assembly 
and repair. REMET also offers reclaimed waxes that can be 
reconstituted to virgin-like properties. When recommending a wax, 
REMET considers many important properties including: injection 
equipment, form of wax, dimensional accuracy, filled or non-filled 
systems, viscosity, thermal expansion, size of patterns, dewaxing 
methods and many others. Experts in wax formulation, REMET can 
blend our casting waxes to suit the creation of small through to large 
casting patterns. This allows us to account for the rigours across a 
variety of specialist applications – Aerospace, Artisan, Automotive, 
Commercial, and Medical. 

STAGE TWO





STAGE THREE
REMET supplies all the casting materials to create high 
quality ceramic shells, which are able to be customised to 
meet a wide range of casting applications and alloys.

We work closely with our customers to select the binder that 
will optimise their process. Factors such as adhesion to the 
wax pattern, slurry stability, required green, hot and fired 
strength, processing speed and an ability to operate under 
the foundry’s environmental conditions, whether tightly 
controlled or uncontrolled, are all considered to give our 
customers the best system to meet or exceed their needs.

REMET supplies our proprietary Colloidal Silica REMASOL®, 
which is designed specifically for use by the investment 
casting industry. In addition to our own formulation, we also 
supply LUDOX™ Colloidal Silica binders.

Our ADBOND® enhanced investment casting binders, include 
polymer additions designed by REMET’s technologists, to 
improve the performance of a straight silica sol.

The polymer addition is able to further increase the 
green strength and fired strength of a ceramic shell. In 
addition to the formation of stronger bonds, the polymer 
also accelerates the Colloidal Silica’s gelation. REMET’s 
enhanced investment casting binders speed up processing 
time as well as reduce the overall number of coats required 
to produce a ceramic shell.

REMET’s enhanced investment casting binders, enable the 
casting of more intricate parts and are an essential for the 
production of premium rate investment castings.

Benefits of REMASOL
• Excellent stability
• Improved green strength and elasticity
• Unique solutions to reduce operating costs
• Coat reduction
• Faster processing speed yield

Benefits of REMASOL ADBOND
•  Reduce or eliminate buckle, lifting 

and cracking on primary coat
• Improve primary coat adhesion to wax
• Improve shell permeability
• Better stucco adhesion
• Improve slurry rheology and draining
•  Increase slurry tolerance to  

environmental conditions





ALUMINOSILICATE
•  REMASIL® has extremely tight particle  

size distribution control to minimise dust 
and maximise shell strength

• Excellent refractoriness
• Good strength
• Wide variety of stucco sizes
• Relatively low thermal expansion
• Economical

FUSED SILICA
•  Practical for both ferrous and non-ferrous 

applications
• Low thermal expansion
• Excellent thermal shock resistance.
• Light weight
• Easy knockout
• Very pure material for long slurry life
• High permeability
• Good insulator

ZIRCON
• Very low reactivity (good for prime coats)
• Fine particle size for good surface quality
• High strength
• Excellent rheology
• High solids loading capability

STAGE FOUR
REMET supplies refractory flours and sands compatible for all alloys 
cast by the investment casting industry with grades to make up primary 
(face coat) and secondary (backup) slurries of the ceramic shell.

REMET offers a broad line of refractories that include fused alumina, 
fused silica, zircon, aluminosilicate and zirconia. The selection process 
is initiated by first understanding specific customer needs and then 
recommending a system that prioritises the various success criteria: 
thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, permeability, alloy reactivity, 
ease of knockout, strength of shell, particle sizes, etc.

When appropriate REMET employs a custom grinding process to our 
refractory sands and flours, as well as maintaining a rigorous quality 
control to maintain particle size and distribution on all of our products.
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To complement REMET’s key products, a complete range of 
supplementary products including , mold releases, pattern washes, 
anti-foams, wetting agents, core mixes & binders, and hot toppings are 
available. These products are used throughout the investment casting 
process to improve a multitude of performance characteristics.

Crucibles, ladle liners and various special shapes are available from 
REMET in zirconia, alumina and fused silica. REMET facilitates the 
selection process for customers by comparing melting techniques, alloys 
being melted, size and type of furnace and thermal cycling effects. This 
assures the correct product is paired with the proper set of variables. 

Additionally specialty services such as Rapid Prototyping and HIPing are 
also available. Rapid prototyping gives the customer the ability to create  
a 3-D prototype, from a computer model, utilising CAD software. This 
process facilitates the validation of design intent in a matter of days. 
HIPing reduces or eliminates voids within a casting through a 
combination of creep and diffusion bonding.
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STAGE SIX
REMET supports our entire product range with our extensive foundry 
experience and laboratory resources.

Our engineers hold a vast collective resource of experience working 
within the investment casting industry. Our technical team is always on 
hand to offer advice on materials technology for REMET customers. 
Providing useable technical insight, with consideration and understanding 
of both practical application and what is important to a foundry.

With this in mind, REMET focuses on Total Cost Solutions. As we consider 
how to reduce our customer’s cost on each part. Moving far beyond a 
materials technology approach; leveraging our relationship to remove 
waste, reduce scrap, decrease rework and overall operating costs.

Our investment casting philosophy is to have a part that in its cast 
condition is as close to ready as possible. Through our focus on the 
earlier stages of the process, REMET’s solutions are designed, to reduce 
the finishing that is required. Emphasising a first right time attitude.





With extensive investment into our laboratory facilities, we 
have refurbished and expanded our analytical capabilities. 
This extended, industry leading capacity, 
is focused on:

• Ensuring the consistent quality of our products
•  Providing the research and development of the materials 

technology that the investment casting industry will require 
for tomorrow; and

•  Supporting our customers with secondary testing, ensuring 
their process is kept under control

REMET is committed to providing our customers with quality 
goods that can be relied upon for the future. 

Our quality management system meets international 
standards and is accredited through ISO 9001. Adopting 
continuous improvement initiatives aimed at reducing 
inefficiencies, improving the effectiveness of the quality of 
our services and management systems.

Maintaining a stringent quality assurance policy, in which 
our laboratory team meticulously test our products, from 
the selection of raw materials, right through to individual 
batches prior to shipping.

With one eye on the future, REMET has widened its 
philosophy of continual improvement, to include its 
responsibility to our natural environment, and the health  
and safety of those individuals affected by our actions.

STAGE SEVEN
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